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1.0

Existing Facility Inventory and Analysis

BACKGROUND
The primary purpose of this analysis is to understand the current and future bus operations to (1)
determine the condition and status of the current facility and prepare a space program for future
growth and expansion, and (2) prepare a “model” bus garage plan that can be used in the site
selection of a new bus garage location in the event the current site cannot be expanded.
All transit vehicle storage, maintenance and operations management are currently taking place at
the facility located at the Voluntary Action Center of DeKalb County (VAC) at 1606 Bethany Road,
Sycamore, IL. The land is owned by Dekalb County and the building is owned and operated by VAC.
In addition to bus transit operations and management, the “Meals on Wheels” program for the City
of DeKalb is operated out of this site and the associated vehicles for the delivery operation are
stored on site and maintained by VAC employees.
SITE CONDITIONS
The current building, built in 1989/90, is located at 1606 Bethany Road in Sycamore, Ill on a 1.84
acre parcel that is 400’ deep and 200’ wide (see Site Plan). The site is owned by DeKalb County,
and as such, is tax exempt. The site is currently zoned “C‐3 Highway Business District” according to
the February 2010 City of Sycamore Zoning Map. Adjacent land use is agriculture and surrounds
the VAC site on both the northern and eastern sides. The only access to the site currently is from
Bethany Road via two curb cuts to the parcel on the north side. The site is generally level with a
slight gradient up to the adjacent Bethany Road. The site naturally drains to the south/southwest.
We reviewed the following City of Sycamore documents:
Sycamore Comprehensive Plan and Exhibits
Sycamore Unified Development Ordinance
Sycamore Urban Design Guidelines
Sycamore Zoning Map
Sycamore Zoning Ordinance
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City of Sycamore Site Zoning Review
Zoning:
Project Site: C‐3 Highway Business District
Adjacent
Property:

The property to the east of
the subject site is zoned ORI
(Office/Research/Industrial) and is
currently farmland. In the future
land use map, there is no change
to this site or its neighbors.

Land
Use:

Project Site: C‐3 Highway
Business District
Adjacent Property: ORI
Office/Research/Industrial

Permitted
Uses:

Though not explicitly called
out, a bus maintenance facility
appears to be consistent with
uses allowed.

Lot
Area – 15,000 SF min.
Requirements: Width – 100’ min.
Depth – 150’ min.
Bldg. Ht. – 4 stories or 55’ max.
Yard
Setbacks:

Front – 50’
Side – 10’
Rear – 25’
Parking must be located a minimum of 3’ from property lines

Parking
Parking Stalls
Requirements: Stall size – 9’ x 19’
1 stall per employee
1 stall per vehicle
Additional public stalls as determined by City Council
Surface Parking is permitted
Must be paved – either 2” bituminous or 4” concrete on an 8” CA‐6 base.
1 loading dock required, minimum 10’ x 50’. Must be located in rear.
Minimize parking stalls at front yard and side yards
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Landscaping:

Landscaping requirements have increased and are referenced throughout all
planning/zoning documents.
Front yard landscaping required – 1 tree and 4 shrubs per 30’ on center This can be
on the public side of the property line if agreed to by the City, in order to maximize
our onsite parking.
Landscaping buffers recommended at property lines.
20 SF of landscaping per parking space.

Building
Maintain human scale of building via windows, material changes, variation in
Requirements: wall plane, etc…
Use natural materials such as masonry, brick and wood. Steel is okay if softened
with landscaping.
Site map and area calculations are as follows:

Site Summary
Building Area
VAC Garage
Kitchen Building
Parking Area
Green Space

Site Total SF
AC

LSA Design, Inc.
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Utilities and Storm Water
The site is serviced by both sanitary and water lines from Bethany Road. There does not appear to
be any storm water management system on site (either ponds or catch basins) and therefore site
drainage simply runs into the adjacent farm fields. (It is assumed that the separate kitchen building
has a separate water connection although no plans of that building were available for review to
support this supposition.)
Parking Areas and Entry Drives
The site is accessed by two separate curb cuts along its north side off of Bethany Road. The curb cuts
and aprons are in excellent condition having been replaced by the County recently with the
reconstruction of Bethany Road. Parking areas are located on all four sides of the building as shown
on the attached site plan. The asphalt parking surfaces are in poor condition with numerous cracked
and “alligatored” areas in need of repair. (Note: VAC has obtained funding for some remedial
parking lot repairs and will be doing that work this summer)VAC has also installed some granular
base‐course material as a parking surface along the west side of the site to increase the available
parking area. It does appear, by observation only, that VAC may have installed this surface on land
area outside their current property limits. (Note: It was recommended that VAC engage the services
of a registered land surveyor to set and mark the four corners of the parcel. It also appeared, by
observation only, that VAC may not be using a portion of their land area on the south side of the site
that would be useful as over‐flow parking).
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Fueling Island
The fueling island is located on the south side of
the site. Fueling trucks access the site from
Bethany Road and move in a counter‐clockwise
fashion around the building to the back and park
to refill the single 10,000 gallon gasoline tank.
There is a single pump station with basic recording
and locking systems. Usage is estimated by staff
to be 1670 gallons per week of gasoline resulting
in re‐fill demand every 6 weeks. VAC has both
gasoline and diesel fueled vehicles and as such,
they must fuel diesel vehicles off‐site as no system
is provided on site. Diesel demand is
approximately 500 gallons per week. There is no
canopy or other coverings at the fueling station.
The tank has a monitoring system and is less than
10 years old. There have been no reported issues
with the underground storage system.

Green Space
Currently, there are green spaces
along the north, west and south
sides of the building that are in a
generally satisfactory condition of
maintenance and repair. Shade
and evergreen trees along the
east side and north side appear to
be in healthy condition. Turf grass
along the north, west and south
sides is also well maintained.
There is no turf grass along the
western side. That area has
received a granular surfacing
treatment for overflow parking.
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BUILDING CONDITION
VAC Operations & Maintenance Building
The building is of masonry and metal
panel construction with an asphalt built‐
up roof. (Note: VAC has obtained grant
funds to remove and replace the roofing
system as it is leaking in several locations
throughout the building)

See Exhibit A for a detailed space analysis of the current garage program of uses.
In general, the current garage facility is seriously undersized for the required uses. There are no
designated storage facilities or suitable driver facilities containing typical restroom, showering and
lockers. The following is an itemization of the current building uses separated into three functional
classifications:
Bus Storage Area (Interior and Exterior) ‐ I
Operations Area ‐ II
Maintenance Bay Area. ‐ III
(These descriptions also contain information from on‐site interviews conducted as part of this
analysis.)
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Bus Storage Area – I (Interior)
The primary interior bus storage area is on the east side of the VAC building and is 6,282 SF
space. Generally, VAC can store between 16 and 22 vehicles in this area depending on which
vehicle types they elect to store inside. This space is also doubling as a bus washing/clean‐
out bay with a dedicated 50’ space used for bus exterior hand washing and interior end‐of‐
day cleanout by VAC staff. There are four primary bays approximately 13’‐6” wide each.
Buses enter on the south side of the building through a double‐wide door system and
proceed to the end of one of four parking bays. Buses then exit out a single‐width door at
the north end of each bay straight out to Bethany Road. This space also triples as an
equipment storage area along all interior sides of the space for various pieces of equipment.
All bays have automatic doors. The primary sprinkler riser is also in this bus storage area.
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Bus Storage Area – I (Exterior)
Upon filling up the interior storage area, the balance of the VAC and meals on wheels vehicles
are parked outside around the entire building. This type of “over‐use” of the exterior
circulation and parking space around the building makes it very difficult to conduct off‐hours
maintenance operations. Buses and other VAC vehicles are literally consuming the entire
paved surface after normal business hours. Exterior storage of buses causes operational
problems due to the nature of “warm‐up” period in winter months and excessive idling of
vehicles prior to leaving the facility and starting service. Conflicts between the morning
arrival of drivers and the overnight use of paved area for bus parking are noted.
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Bus Storage Summary: VAC should move towards the goal of providing inside storage for all
transit vehicles. This will significantly increase the building area not only for the current fleet,
but should also be increased to respond to future growth. Additionally, as VAC begins to
purchase full size forty‐foot mass transit vehicles, it is critical that these vehicles be stored
inside. The creation of a fully enclosed parking and storage area will allow for bus circulation
on the site and thus the opportunity for a “second shift” of cleaning or maintenance
operations. Currently, a second shift would not be productive as the entire site is filled with
bus storage and vehicles are unable to circulate around the site to the maintenance or
wash/cleaning bays.)
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Operations Area ‐ II
The central core area of the building is composed of operational uses (offices, dispatch, shop
and shop/tool storage, conference, reception, and rest rooms).
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Lobby/Waiting: approximately 132 SF with seating for three to four visitors.
Reception and Counter Area: approximately 112 SF with one desk.
Work Room: approx. 130 SF directly off reception area (postage, copy…).
Offices: 4 fully enclosed offices with doors (range ‐ 160 SF up to 176 SF).
Mechanical room: 138 SF HVAC system and some computer server equipment.
Conference room: approx. 448 SF with table and seating for up to 14 with two
desk/work stations and storage cabinets and floor space storage. The space is not
large enough for use as a driver education space so most of this is done off‐site. VAC
Board meetings are also conducted off site as well.
Lounge: This space functions as a multi‐purpose lunch room, drivers lounge, kitchen
and food prep area, and of course, a storage area. There are no lockers or separate
secured spaces for driver’s personal belongings, no shower facilities or wash/changing
areas.
Rest Rooms: A single men’s and women’s rest room, each approx. 108 SF. These
facilities are used by all VAC staff including administration, maintenance staff and
drivers.
Dispatch Area and Counter: general check in area for drivers along a corridor/counter
top with enclosed space for three desk/work stations for dispatch personnel. Space
also includes computer dispatch hardware.

Operations Area Summary: In general,
all of these spaces are seriously
undersized and all are partially used for
storage due to a complete lack of
dedicated storage within the building.
Relationships in functional
classifications (dispatch, driver facilities,
administration) need to be modified
and brought into current design
standards. There are no rooms with
sufficient flexibility to allow for larger‐
group training, VAC Board meetings, or
larger‐scaled administration meetings.
A number of interior rooms offer no
access to daylight, and administrative
offices are below modern size
standards.

LSA Design, Inc.
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Maintenance Facilities and Bays ‐ III
This area of the VAC building includes maintenance/shop area, parts and storage area and
bus maintenance bays and lifts. Activities within this space are numerous including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General bus repair within 4 bus bays (on‐grade as well as under lift at a single bay) (Note:
two of the four maintenance bays are used for storage of older vehicles and unavailable
for day to day use).
Fluid removal and replacement.
Tire removal and replacement.
Brake and rotor/drum repair and
replacement.
Wheel/axel repair and
replacement.
General welding and cutting
operations.
Electrical systems diagnosis and
repair.
Minor body repair and touch‐up
painting.
Radio systems diagnosis and
repair.
Fare‐box retrieval.
Minor transmission work.
Minor engine block work.

Tools, parts and equipment storage are located directly adjacent to the bus bays. Typically,
VAC only keeps high turn‐over parts on hand as access to bus parts, tires and replacement
systems is within a one‐day turn‐around in the Chicago area. This convenient location allows
VAC to function well with a severely limited storage area. There are no dedicated and
secured tool storage areas and there are no dedicated tire storage and repair areas. There
are no enclosed and ventilated paint areas, no dedicated welding and cutting areas, and no
secured cash locations. There are no dedicated maintenance staff wash rooms, toilet
facilities or locker areas. Mechanical ventilation is limited in the maintenance space with
exterior hose adapters being used during the idling times for vehicles in repair. There are
limited lift capabilities (10,000 lb) and no below grade pits for mechanic access. There are no
consolidated fluid dispensing systems and discarded fluids are stored in drums both inside
and outside this space and are periodically removed by a local vendor. Lighting is limited and
not of sufficient wattage. There are exterior windows on the west side of the garage space
that undoubtedly add heat‐gain to the area in summer months. There is no air conditioning
in the space and heat is provided by overhead gas units. (Note: As with parts, tire availability
is typically within a ½ day to a full day turn‐around in this geographic area) .
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Maintenance Summary: The VAC system is responsible for over 41 vehicles and 18 or more
different vehicle types. As VAC moves forward to defining a future demand and translate
that into a revised building program, the maintenance operations will significantly increase in
size. Additionally, there needs to be significant separation between functions within the
space which will increase both the total square footage required as well as the number of
separated rooms for code, safety and security measures.

LSA Design, Inc.
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Kitchen Building
The kitchen building (unknown date it was built) is approximately 1,800 SF with commercial grade
kitchen operations with a 200 SF area being used for storage and administrative functions. The
building presents a high demand on the overall site with up to 20 employees, requiring parking
spaces for all. Loading operations are generally out of the front door as there are no loading docks.
Deliveries of raw materials for kitchen operations are made in similar fashion to fuel delivery
vehicles; the vehicle enters off of Bethany Road and drives counter‐clockwise around the VAC garage
to the back of the property and products are off‐loaded and delivered into the main entry door.
In general, this use, while very convenient for access to vehicles and maintenance options, does
appear to be separate and distinct from the VAC operations. As such, it may be possible and prudent
to separate these two uses in the event VAC moves to a new facility and location. (Note: One idea
would be for VAC to move to a new garage facility and the meals on wheels operation continue to
operate at the current location. This should be explored in the programming phase)

LSA Design, Inc.
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OVERALL SUMMARY
The current VAC garage facility is significantly undersized and its systems, while some have been
upgraded recently, are not capable of any expansion or increased growth or demand. The site is
severely over‐used and is lacking in both parking and general circulation. To simply move all vehicles
to an inside storage bay from outside will result in a program increase of over 10,000 SF which
cannot be accommodated on the parcel.
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Task 5.0: Preliminary Facility Design
City of DeKalb Ordinance and Zoning Standards
Zoning:
LI – Light Industrial (HI – Heavy Industrial)
Permitted Uses:

Bus Maintenance Facility (Same)
Kitchen (not explicitly permitted, but fits with intent) (Same)

Lot Requirements:

Area – 2+ Acres = 70% (No Max.)
Bldg. Ht. – 6 stories or 75’ max. (Same)

Yard Setbacks:

Front – 40’ (40’)
Side – 0’, unless adjacent to residential property – then it’s 75’ (100’)
Rear – 0’, unless adjacent to residential property – then it’s 75’ (100’)
Parking must be located min. 5’ from property lines

Parking Rqmt’s:

Parking Stalls
Stall size – 9’ x 19’ (62’ bay)
1 stall per employee on max. shift
1 stall per vehicle
3 stalls per service bay
1 stall per 250 SF for kitchen
Must be paved – either 2.5” bituminous or 5” concrete on an 8” CA‐6 base.
Setback: 5’ to property line, 10’ to Street R.O.W.
Must provide 6” curb.

Landscaping:

Front yard landscaping required – 1 tree and 4 shrubs per 30’ o.c. 10’ wide.
Shall be on private property if possible.
Max. 50% of trees to be ornamental and/or evergreen
Earth sculpting, berms, or decorative fencing to 3’ min. is required
(not within 10 ‘ of driveways.
Side yard landscaping required – 1 tree and 4 shrubs per 30’.
Min. 3’ berm (max 3:1 slope) or 3’ evergreen hedgerow can replace
shrubs.
Interior landscaping required
20 SF of landscaping per parking space.
Max. 20 stalls in a row without landscaped island.
Required setback areas not included in this calc.
Individual landscaped areas min. 50 SF and 9’ wide.
1 tree/400 SF, evenly spaced
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Additional landscaping required if 300+ spaces, or parking more than 30% over required amount
Loading and storage areas
1 tree/2,500 SF
50 SF landscaped area per 2,500 SF
Screening:

Outdoor storage areas must be screened, solid, 6’ tall min. (No screening
required)
Rubbish/garbage and dumpsters – permanent 6’ high, sight‐proof fence.

Accessory Building:

Cannot cover more than 30% of rear yard.
Cannot construction until construction has commenced on main building.
Cannot be closer to front lot line than main building.

Traffic Access & Impact Studies
Triggered by 100+ new peak direction trips to or from the subject property
during the adjacent street’s peak hours or the development’s peak hour.
Can also be triggered by the following:
Current traffic problems in area (accidents, confusing, no signal)
Adjacent street systems current or projected level of service will be
significantly affected.
Cause congestion to adjacent accesses, drives, or intersections.
Other specific problems, deficiencies, neighborhood sensitivities.
Wind Energy Systems Allowed!
Arterial Streets

Direct access not allowed

Sidewalks

Must provide 4’ wide sidewalk.

LSA Design, Inc.
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Preliminary Space Program & Site Plans
Preliminary Space Plan

Land Requirements for Light Industrial Zoned District
• 6.3 acres if adjacent to non‐residential property.
• 7.1 acres if adjacent to residential property.

Land Requirements for Heavy Industrial Zoned District
 6.3 acres if adjacent to non‐residential property.
 7.9 acres if adjacent to residential property.
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Bus Garage Standards
Design Clearances and Dimensions
 Minimum ceiling height of 18’‐0”
Materials
 Concrete flooring
 Maintenance bay flooring: 6” min. reinforced concrete slab with hardener and clear
sealer. Sloped 1/8” per foot to trench drain running parallel to exterior wall, approx. 5’
from wall.
Doors
 Fire doors between Administration and Maintenance Garage
 Shall be upward acting roll‐up/sectional doors, electrically operated, 12’ wide by 16’
high, insulated with vision panel
 Bollards: 8” steel pipe filled with concrete, 4’ high above pavement, min., at each bay
door jamb.
Mechanical/Electrical
• Automatic sprinkler system required (if larger than 15,000 SF).
• Heating equipment shall have its own room with 2 HR fire rated separation; entrance
from outside only, or vestibule.
• Administration area to have separate HVAC system from Maintenance Garage. System
to create positive pressure for Administration area in relation to rest of building (OSHA
requirement).
• Parts Storage to have split system heating and cooling. The system should serve only
this space. Ventilation will be reduced to three times size of the air handling unit.
• At Maintenance Bays provide one 120V and one 240V electrical outlet mounted more
than 18” AFF.
• At Maintenance Bays provide full spectrum lighting.
• Provide one power and data outlet for mechanics use.
Exhaust/Ventilation
 Ventilation per International Mechanical Code. Control for ventilation system to be
located at the garage entrance.
 Maintenance Bays: duct to exterior for engine emission exhaust.
 100% fresh air heating and cooling with heat reclamation.
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Site and Program Descriptions
Civil/Geotechnical
• Flat parcel required
• Appropriate subsurface to withstand load of buses
Street Access
• 3 access points: bus in, bus out, car in/out
Parking
• 1 space per transit vehicle (42 spaces)
• 3 spaces per maintenance bay (12 spaces)
• 1 space per 300 SF of Office occupancy (29 spaces)
• 1 space per 250SF of Kitchen occupancy (8 spaces)
• 91 required spaces (9’ x 19’), 4 shall be accessible (1 van accessible)
• 120 spaces shown on site plan to allow for expansion, visitors, etc…
Site Drainage
• Site drainage patterns may not be altered from existing
• Containment of chemicals from buses, bus wash, maintenance, is mandatory
Site Utilities
• Standard utilities
• Possible future GPS capabilities
• High speed internet/telecommunications for dispatch
Landscaping
• Landscaping per local zoning code. 1 tree and 3 shrubs every 30’ at front, side and rear
yards
• 20 SF landscaping per parking space
• 1 tree per 400SF of landscaping.
• 1 tree and 50SF of landscaping per 2.500 SF of storage/loading area
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Building Program Description ‐ Administration
Offices & Meeting Spaces
• Lobby and Reception area, approximately 460 SF
• Offices for Clerk, Operations Manager, Maintenance, and two additional. Average size
per office is 120 SF
• General Manager Office – 330 SF, includes a small conference table.
• Training/Conference Room approx. 1000 SF, can partition into 2 separate conference
rooms, located towards front of Administration space.
• Copy/Workroom approx. 250 SF, located adjacent to Training/Conference Room
• Break Room approx. 450 SF
• Restrooms approx. 115 SF each, located adjacent to Lobby
Storage
• Archive Storage (new) – 200 SF, adj
• Training Storage (new) – 320 SF, adjacent to Training/Conference Room
Driver Facilities ‐ Toilets/Lockers/Showers
• Provide toilets per IBC, IPC, IMC, ADA and state accessibility code
• Locker and shower rooms for drivers and mechanics
• Metal lockers for employees clothing per NFPA 88.b and NFPA 30.a
• One shower per 15 persons per IPC Table 403.1
• Heating and cooling should be provided by a split system air conditioning unit
• Spaces exhausted and ventilated per IMC
Dispatch Facilities
• Dispatcher – 660 SF, has significant telecommunications needs, future GPS
• Dispatch Counter – 160 SF
• Dispatch Storage (new) – 192 SF
Utility/Computer Facilities
• Locate adjacent to dispatch
• Data cabling to all offices, conference rooms, breakroom, etc…
• Data cabling to maintenance area
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Building Program Description ‐ Bus Storage
General Circulation and Layout
• One entrance door and one exit door for vehicles to minimize heat loss.
• Interior circulation for bus storage and maintenance.
• Bus storage to be first‐in, first‐out stacking system.
Bay Dimensions
• Width of bus storage bay to be 13’.
Wash Bay
• Provide one wash bay, size 24’ x 50’.
• Exterior cleaning and maintenance for buses per maintenance program.
• Engine washing and battery compartment cleaning.
• Used battery washing before recharging or storage in the battery room.
• Tires and wheels to be repairs to be washed before taken to the tire shop.
• Provide a sloped floor (1/4” per foot, min.) to a trench drain, which discharges into an
oil separation device where oil can periodically be removed from the premises to keep
it from flowing into the sanitary sewer.
• May want to consider a water recovery system.
Fuel Dispensing Station
• H‐3 Hazard classification by IBC.
• Fuel dispensing stations can be standalone/remote from the bus garage itself, or attach
to the end of the garage.
• Provide cover for inclement weather protection.
• OSHA 1910 General Industry Standards: comply with table H‐19 Electrical Equipment
Hazardous Areas – Service Stations.
• Concrete paving should be used around the dispensing station.
• The following is required by the International Fire Code:
• Portable fire extinguishers not more than 75 feet from pumps, dispensers, or
storage tank fill pipe openings.
• Dispensing device locations:
• 10 feet min. from property line.
• 10 feet from the building having a non‐combustible exterior wall surface that is
not part of a one‐hour fire resistant assembly (except canopies constructed for
IBC weather protection for fuel islands).
• Such that all portions of the vehicle being fueled will be on the premises of the
fuel dispensing station.
• Such that the nozzle, when the hose is fully extended, will not reach within 5
feet of building openings.
• 20 feet minimum from fixed sources of ignition.
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Building Program Description ‐ Bus Storage (Continued)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency disconnect switch located within 100 feet (but not less than 20 feet)
from the fuel dispensers.
Underground and aboveground motor fuel storage tanks shall comply with Chapter
34 of the IFC.
Min. separation requirements for the aboveground tanks shall comply with Table
1106.2.3, Chapter 22.
Aboveground tanks containing water fuels shall not exceed 12,000 gallons in
individual capacity or 48,000 gallons in aggregate capacity.
Spill control: prevention of liquids spilled during dispensing operations from flowing
into buildings. Grading of paved areas, the raising of door thresholds, or other
approved means can be used.
Bollards shall be provided to protect aboveground tanks from impact by motor
vehicles.
Design, construction and general installation of tanks shall comply with NFPA 30.

Exterior Training Area
• Approx. size .75 acres.
• Must be 100’ min. in both directions to allow for bus turning movements.
• Paved area to match parking lot.
• Screening as required per zoning code.
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Building Program Description ‐ Maintenance Bays and Shop Area
The maintenance portion of the garage shall be separated from the office portion of the building
by a three hour rated wall. The only openings allowed between them are for self‐closing fire
doors. Body shop and paint spray bays not recommended for this facility.
General Dimensions and Access/Egress
• Shall be positioned so that the bays face each other and can be drive‐thru if needed.
Mechanic’s tool storage and work cabinet/storage units can be located in the space
between the facing buses with a cleared walkway between for the required exit path.
Portable cabinetry on lockable casters can then be moved out of the way for a drive‐
thru situation such as a wrecker bringing a bus into the garage.
• Typical bay is 20’ x 50’ minimum.
• Ceiling height of 18’ minimum to allow for lift.
• Maintenance bay doors shall be upward acting roll‐up/sectional doors, electrically
operated, 12’ wide by 16’ high, insulated with vision panel.
• Bollards: 8” steel pipe filled with concrete, 4’ high above pavement, min., at each bay
door jamb.
• Continuous concrete apron extending 50’ out from the building along maintenance bay
doors.
• Aisles in shop area must meet existing requirements and be appropriately marked on
the floor in a permanent fashion and kept clear.
Lifts/Pits
• Provide 1 lift per 4 maintenance bays, minimum (must meet ANSI requirements).
• In ground lifts not recommended due to cost and potential for soil/groundwater
contamination.
• Surface mounted lifts have lower initial cost, can be moved/relocated, are
environmentally friendly (no fluid belowground). Concrete floor slab must be designed
for operational weight of the surface mounted lift and load.
• Provide overhead reels above and to the side of each maintenance bay for dispensing
oil, antifreeze, transmission fluid, air and gear lube (see Fluids Room).
• Monorail and hoist (if desired): 2 ton overhead hoist to be used for pulling engines, etc.
Must be ANSI approved.
Parts/Equipment/Storage Facilities
• Locate convenient to maintenance bays.
• Size to vary between 600 SF and 800 SF.
• Provide a counter with window for parts pickup.
• Provide a space for parts person to do paperwork, or other assigned duties.
• Provide metal shelving to suit inventory.
• Provide at least 1 large pair of doors for passage of large items.
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Building Program Description ‐ Maintenance Bays and Shop Area (Continued)
•
•
•
•

Hand wash sink(s), semicircular type that allows several persons to wash
simultaneously.
Emergency shower and eye wash.
Drinking fountain or water cooler.
Portable fire extinguishers (50’ max. travel distance and appropriately marked on the
floor in a permanent fashion, kept clear.

Fluids Room
• Contains fluids such as oil, antifreeze, transmission fluid and gear lube; usually in 55
gallon drums for larger containers, fitted with a pump on top, for which fluids are
forced into overhead‐piping leading to the maintenance bay reels.
• Recommended 3 hour separation, even if not required by code. CMU walls.
• Recommended size of 250‐300 SF.
• Should be located away from the administrative offices.
• Shall be mechanically ventilated.
• Spill containment: provide a liquid tight curb by depressing the floor such that the
volume containment will equal the volume of the spill from the largest container.
Include the volume of the sprinkler system to include a 20 minute flow of water as well.
Provide a sump and sloped floor to facilitate collection.
• Portable fire extinguishers required per IFC Section 906 and OSHA.
• Storage shelving shall be braced and anchored.
• Classifications of flammable and combustible liquids can be found in NFPA 30 A
Appendix B:
• Antifreeze
• Lubricating oils
• Brake Fluid
• Power steering fluid
• Chassis grease
• Transmission fluid
• Gear lubricant
• Windshield washer fluid
• Max. allowable quantities of each liquid listed can be found in IFC Table 2703.1.1 (1).
• Diesel fuel and gasoline will not normally be located in the fluids room of a bus garage.
Tire Repair Room
• Room where tires are broken down, repaired, remounted on rims, etc…
• Direct access shall be provided to Tire Repair Room and Parts Room.
• Required to be separated from Tire Storage Room.
• Portable fire extinguishers required per IFC Section 906 and OSHA.
• Recommended size of 450‐600 SF
• Provide OSHA approved tire inflation cage.
• Space must be heated and ventilated. Cooling is optional.
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Building Program Description ‐ Maintenance Bays and Shop Area (Continued)
Tire Storage Room
• Locate adjacent to Parts Room and Tire Repair Room.
• Tire Storage Room to be separated by 3 HR fire rated construction from rest of the
garage (moderate hazard storage, group S1).
• Recommended size of 350‐400 SF.
• Tires to be stored upright, sitting on treads.
• Consider storing used tires awaiting retreading in enclosed trailers on‐site.
• Portable fire extinguishers required per IFC Section 906 and OSHA.
• Tire storage to comply with IFC Chapter 25 “Tire Rebuilding and Tire Storage.”
Battery Room
• Battery charging must be separated from areas where fumes from flammable or
combustible liquids can be present in the Maintenance Bays.
• Mechanically vented per IFC Section 608 and IMC Section 502 to prevent dangerous
accumulation of flammable gases.
• Recommended size of 100‐150 SF,
• Provide shelving for battery storage that doesn’t promote gradual leaking of the
charge. Do not store batteries directly on concrete floor.
• Used batteries should be washed and cleaned properly before being placed in the
Battery Room for recharging and/or storage.
• Provide eye wash.
Machine/Welding Room
• H‐2 Hazard occupancy, shall be separated by 3 HR fire separation.
• Provide direct access to Storage and Maintenance Bay
• Handle and store gas cylinders per OSHA requirements.
• Portable fire extinguishers required per IFC Section 906 and OSHA.
• Periodic scrubbing and hosing out as needed.
• Provide floor drain pipe to oil/water separator and a min. 1/8” per foot sloped floor.
• Recommended size of 450‐550 SF.
• Space must be heated and ventilated. Cooling is optional.
• Countertop welding booths with powered exhaust is recommended.
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Building Program Description ‐ Maintenance Bays and Shop Area (Continued)
Storage
• Storage for major components and sub‐assemblies replaced by stock units such as
transmissions, engines, differentials, alternators, governors, starters, solenoid switches,
brake cylinders, carburetors, etc…awaiting future rebuilding needs a designated area.
• Storage of the above items convenient to the machine room where they will be rebuilt
as desired.
• Bulky, lightweight items such as tailpipes, salvaged bus parts, except those that can be
stored above the parts room
• OSHA requires a fixed plate with the max. floor load information on it for structural
floors.
• Good access to this mezzanine area is needed to facilitate the handling of all items.
• Recommended size of 600‐700 SF.
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Building Program Description ‐ Kitchen
General dimensions and access/egress
• Approx. 40’ x 50’ building.
• Front access adjacent to parking lot for staff/volunteer parking (7 spaces minimum)
• Separation from Operations Building by 1HR wall.
Loading dock
• Loading dock adjacent to building (shown on side).
• Can pull in forward or back.
Future Considerations
Alternative Fuels
• State and federal statutes are beginning to require new and replacement buses that
utilize alternative fuel or low emission vehicles. Review of current state statutes should
be completed prior to final design.
• Alternative fuel systems includes:
• Battery electric
• Hybrid electric
• Hydrogen fuel cell
• Natural gas
• Compressed natural gas
• Clean burning diesel
• A “lighter than air” alternative fuel bus would have to be serviced in a separate
maintenance bay with different OSHA, IFC, and Electrical Code requirements from
diesel buses.
Global Positioning System (GPS)
• Satellite system to aid in keeping track of bus locations.
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7.0

Review of Available Facility Sites

IN PROGRESS
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